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MindMusic: Playful and Social Installations at the Interface Between Music and the Brain Tim Mullen, Alexander Khalil, Tomas Ward, John Iversen, Grace Leslie, Richard Warp, Matt Whitman, Victor Minces, Aaron McCoy, Alejandro Ojeda, Nima Bigdely-Shamlo, Mike Chi and David Rosenboom Abstract Single- and multi-agent installations and performances that use physiological signals to establish an interface between music and mental states can be found as early as the mid-1960s. Among these works, many have used physiological signals (or inferred cognitive, sensorimotor or affective states) as media for music generation and creative expression. To a lesser extent, some have been developed to illustrate and study effects of music on the brain. Historically, installations designed for a single participant are most prevalent. Less common are installations that invite participation and interaction between multiple individuals. Implementing such multi-agent installations raises unique challenges, but also unique possibilities for social interaction. Advances in unobtrusive and/or mobile T. Mullen (&)  T. Ward  A. McCoy  A. Ojeda  N. Bigdely-Shamlo Syntrogi Labs, Syntrogi Inc, 3210 Merryﬁeld Row, San Diego, CA 92121, USA e-mail: [email protected] T. Ward e-mail: [email protected] A. McCoy e-mail: [email protected] A. Ojeda e-mail: [email protected] N. Bigdely-Shamlo e-mail: [email protected] A. Khalil  V. Minces Department of Cognitive Science, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0515, USA e-mail: [email protected] V. Minces e-mail: [email protected] J. Iversen Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, Institute for Neural Computation, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr #0559, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA e-mail: [email protected] © Springer Science+Business Media Singapore 2015 A. Nijholt (ed.), More Playful User Interfaces, Gaming Media and Social Effects, DOI 10.1007/978-981-287-546-4_9
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devices for physiological data acquisition and signal processing, as well as computational methods for inferring mental states from such data, have expanded the possibilities for real-world, multi-agent, brain–music interfaces. In this chapter, we examine a diverse selection of playful and social installations and performances, which explore relationships between music and the brain and have featured publically in Mainly Mozart’s annual Mozart & the Mind (MATM) festival in San Diego. Several of these installations leverage neurotechnology (typically novel wearable devices) to infer brain states of participants. However, we also consider installations that solely measure behavior as a means of inferring cognitive state or to illustrate a principle of brain function. In addition to brief overviews of implementation details, we consider ways in which such installations can be useful vehicles, not only for creative expression, but also for education, social interaction, therapeutic intervention, scientiﬁc and aesthetic research, and as playful vehicles for exploring human–human and human–machine interaction.
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1 Introduction Musical performance and perception are tightly bound with the immediate environment. If we adopt an ecological perspective (Gurevich and Fyans 2011), we can consider musical experience to be contextualized with respect to a system
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comprising performers, their instruments, and the audience. This musical ecosystem gives rise to a complex set of interactions that drive the performance–perception dynamics. For example, it has been demonstrated in the acoustic setting that musicians adapt their performance based on environmental settings through closedloop acoustic-to-sensorimotor mechanisms (Ueno et al. 2010). Similarly, the audience is attuned not only to the performance environment (DeNora 2000) but also to the performer intention (Broughton and Stevens 2009), expressiveness, and even social context. This sensitivity to social context extends even to that of the performers themselves—a ﬁnding supported by recent studies which have shown that a listener’s perception of musical expressivity is influenced by whether the musician observed is playing solo or in an ensemble (Glowinski et al. 2014). The concept then of an ecological approach to musical performance with all the social, emotional, cultural, and perceptual complexities that such a viewpoint entails is a natural capture of such observations and provides a suitable framework within which to discuss the musical interfaces highlighted in this chapter. The advent of digital music has led to the creation of new disruptive musical ecologies such as DJing or listening to music privately in public spaces (Gurevich and Fyans 2011). These have provoked fresh thinking regarding the nature of musical interaction, and the emerging synthesis is that digital musical ecologies are ushering in a world of hitherto unavailable musical experiences, which we are only now beginning to explore and understand. At the vanguard of this enquiring, speculative movement are multi-agent installations and performances that use physiological signals to establish an interface between music and the brains and/or bodies of performers and their audience (Miranda 2014; Nijholt 2015). Such instruments have a surprisingly long history and can be traced back to the development of the electroencephalophone by Drs. Furth and Bevers circa 1943 at the University of Edinburgh (Henry 1943). This device performed soniﬁcation of electrical measures of brain activity (the electroencephalogram or EEG) for the purposes of neurodiagnostics and demonstrated for the ﬁrst time that brain state could be used to generate sound—a precursor to a brain-driven musical interface. The volitional modulation of such soniﬁed brain activity—in effect creating a musical instrument—was subsequently ﬁrst demonstrated in a signiﬁcant way by Alvin Lucier in his piece “Music for Solo Performer” in 1965. This electroencephalophone used alpha band EEG measured across the temples to drive percussive instruments. Lucier would intentionally alter his level of alertness and hence modulate alpha band power to alter the sound levels produced and the musical expression obtained (Loui et al. 2014). This approach was developed further by others including early brain music pioneer David Rosenboom who drew acclaim for a number of signiﬁcant experimental music compositions using such methods in the 1970s (Rosenboom 1999). Since then, the idea of using direct coupling between brain state and music generation has been explored in many contexts, typically under the broad deﬁnition of brain–computer music interfaces (BCMI) (Miranda 2014). However, the complexity and cost of the technologies
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involved have limited installations primarily to single participants. Recently, however, inexpensive wearable physiological sensors including EEG systems have become available. These devices, together with robust, wireless networking technologies, are facilitating the creation of new distributed musical experiences, which can for the ﬁrst time relatively easily couple performers and/or their audience in direct brain-to-music interactions. In this chapter, we examine a diverse selection of playful and social installations and performances, exploring relationships between music and the brain. These have all been featured publically at Mainly Mozart’s annual Mozart & the Mind (MATM) festival in San Diego (Fig. 1), which combines scientiﬁc and artistic presentations, performances, and concerts, and interactive exhibitions to explore the impact of music on our brains, health, and lives. Several of these installations leverage neurotechnology (typically novel wearable devices) to infer brain states of participants. However, we also consider installations that solely measure behavior as a means of inferring cognitive state or to illustrate a principle of brain function. We ﬁrst describe three installations exploring relationships between musical rhythm and cognitive function: Interactive Gamelan, by Alexander Khalil, Victor Minces, and Andrea Chiba, examines the relationship between attention and interpersonal synchrony in a group music setting. Brain/Sync, by John Iversen and



Fig. 1 Mainly Mozart’s Mozart & the Mind festival, held annually in San Diego, California, is a series of presentations, performances, and interactive expositions exploring intersections between music and neuroscience, cognitive and social sciences, and health
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Tim Mullen, explores parallels between rhythmic synchronization within a group ensemble and synchronization in the brain; NeuroDrummer, by Matt Whitman, explores novel closed-loop cognitive therapies via an immersive virtual reality rhythm game. Next, we describe The Floating Man, by Alejandro Ojeda, Nima Bigdely-Shamlo, Aaron McCoy, and Tomas Ward, which explores the use of an EEG-based measure of engagement for real-time navigation of a streaming musical service. Finally, we describe three multi-person installations and performances leveraging EEG-based measures of cognitive and affective state within a musical performance context: Richard Warp’s Spukhafte Fernwirkung is a compositional duet combining brain-driven, algorithmic music generation with live musical improvisation. MoodMixer, by Grace Leslie and Tim Mullen, composes new music based on the combined cognitive and/or emotional state of multiple participants. Ringing Minds, by David Rosenboom, Tim Mullen, and Alexander Khalil, explores novel concepts in neural hyper-scanning and active, imaginative listening to create a unique performance in which the collective brain responses of four individuals interact with a spontaneous electroacoustic musical landscape. Throughout the chapter, we briefly describe implementation details of each installation, and we explore their utility as playful vehicles for creative expression, education, social interaction, therapeutic intervention, scientiﬁc and aesthetic research, and as new media for human–human and human–machine interaction.



2 Interactive Gamelan Gamelan is a type of traditional music found in many parts of Indonesia. The word “gamelan” literally means “percussion” and also refers to a type of orchestra that features mainly metallophones (metal-keyed pitched percussion instruments) along with various drums, gongs, and occasional string or wind instruments. Gamelan music of all types and genres highly emphasizes synchrony among players. We use synchrony to describe not simply moving together in rhythmic unison but rather as the coprocessing of time: a shared sense of the passage of time that facilitates tight coordination. This is commonly expressed in Gamelan music as a single melody distributed between multiple players. The Interactive Gamelan, developed by Alexander Khalil, Victor Minces, and Andrea Chiba, is an installation based on techniques and methods developed for experimental measurement of synchronous human interaction in a musical context. Gamelan is for us both a metaphor for interpersonal synchrony and an efﬁcient method of collecting data. The Interactive Gamelan provides a real-time visualization of temporal relationships within and across multiple nested timescales between players in an ensemble. In spite of the complexity of these relationships, the visualizations are simple enough that players can immediately use them to improve synchronous playing or to explore rhythmic relationships.
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2.1 Installation Design Interactive Gamelan is based upon work that examines the relationship between interpersonal synchrony in a group music setting and other cognitive characteristics, especially the ability to focus and maintain attention. The methodology that underlies Interactive Gamelan was developed to collect data in the ecological, or “real-world,” setting of a music class as students attempt to synchronize with an instructor as well as—and sometimes in spite of—each other. This idea is more than simply an ecological version of tasks that involve tapping with a metronome because it affords insight not only into individual differences in performance that may underlie aspects of cognition important to learning but also into group temporal dynamics. In order to make such measurements, we constructed a set of pitched percussion instruments modeled after a traditional type of Gamelan from the island of Bali, known as angklung (Fig. 2). Gamelan angklung is perhaps the most simple form of Gamelan, featuring an orchestra of bronze-keyed metallophones tuned to a fourtone scale. Afﬁxed to each key of each instrument were contact microphones that allowed each keystroke of each player to be recorded in isolation during a group session (Fig. 3). Signals from each keystroke were recorded via an audio digital converter into a computer. Each player’s level of synchrony was assessed according to vector strength (Goldberg and Brown 1968). The resulting synchrony score for each player was then correlated against his/her performance on measures relating to attention. A signiﬁcant correlation was found across all measures. This indicates that the cognitive processes that underlie the ability to synchronize may also underlie attention and learning (Khalil et al. 2013). The fact that it is possible to improve a person’s ability to synchronize through rhythm training suggests that such training may have an effect on ability to attend. Currently, this project is directed toward long-term experiments that investigate this possibility.



Fig. 2 Children playing the Balinese Gamelan angklung instruments upon which Interactive Gamelan was designed
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Fig. 3 An Interactive Gamelan instrument with contact microphone



2.2 Synchrony Visualization Interactive Gamelan features the methodology described above with the addition of a real-time visualization that can be used for training or exploration. Up to sixteen players may participate at one time. In Interactive Gamelan, the beat is visualized as a circle. Each beat played by a lead player is represented by a white line sweeping around the display, giving the impression of a radar console. The display also features concentric rings of various colors. Each of these rings represents one player. Each time a player strikes their instrument, a dot is displayed on the corresponding ring. If a player strikes at exactly the same time as the lead player, the dot will appear at the 12:00 position of that player’s ring. If he/she strikes ahead of the lead player, the dot will appear to the left of 12:00, and if he/she strikes after the lead player, the dot will appear to the right. Each key of each instrument is represented by a dot of a different color: light blue = G−; purple = A+; red = B−; and pink = D. These colors were selected simply because they appeared to the authors as easy to differentiate from each other (see Fig. 4). The display simultaneously represents the rhythmic performance of players across three nested timescales. At the scale of tens of milliseconds, the timing of strikes between players is represented as the relative distance between dots on the screen (see Fig. 4). At a timescale of hundreds of milliseconds, the timing of the
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Fig. 4 a Details of the multiple nested timescales depicted in Interactive Gamelan’s “radar display.” The full “radar display” is shown in the lower left corner. The outermost ring represents the lead instrument with its onset indicated by a green dot. The other rings each represent a different instrument. The blue dots indicate they are playing the note G−. b Example of a good synchronizer (top) and a weak synchronizer (bottom). The black dots comprise a histogram of phase relationship for each onset in relation to the beat of the leader. The size of the arrow indicates overall vector strength



interval between consecutive beats is represented by the relative position between dots in a sequence. At the largest timescale, melodic sequencing of notes is displayed by the color sequence of dots. Beyond this, each dot leaves behind a white trace. These traces remain on screen throughout each session. The spread of these traces can indicate how consistent a player is in relation to the beat. At any point, the lead player can stop the session by tapping out 4 beats in quick succession. This will freeze the display and a new window will open displaying a graphic that provides feedback regarding consistency of synchrony with the leader and on average whether they tend to play ahead of or behind the beat. In this way, Interactive Gamelan can give real-time, immediate feedback and can also give feedback at the conclusion of a session. Players may choose to watch the screen and adjust accordingly or focus only on playing and receive feedback when they have ﬁnished, or both. The Interactive Gamelan was deployed as an installation at MATM in 2013. Guests were invited to try traditional gamelan pieces with a teacher and also to experiment on their own. Players quickly learned to read the radar screen at a glance and used it in order to try and improve their synchrony. Notably, very many players ﬁrst tried to identify themselves on screen by playing intentionally “off” the beat, often commenting something like “look, that’s me!” Many players were at ﬁrst wary of receiving negative feedback, but quickly they began to explore the potential of the system. Some did so by trying different rhythms to see how they would be
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Fig. 5 Mozart & the Mind participants trying Interactive Gamelan with gamelan instructor I Putu Hiranmayena



represented on the display. Naturally, these efforts involved a collaborative effort in which participants would have to work together to produce group rhythms. I Putu Hiranmayena, a Balinese Gamelan instructor, was on hand not only to help teach Balinese rhythms but also to facilitate these group interactions, suggesting rhythms and sequences and helping people stay on the beat (see Fig. 5). Interactive Gamelan is not based on absolute latency—whether players are striking their instruments at exactly the same time as the leader—but rather on consistency in relationship to the leader. This means that Interactive Gamelan is well suited for the Internet, where some latency is unavoidable but phase relationship can be maintained. A version could be developed that could be played by multiple players online interacting in a virtual rehearsal or concert space. Immediate plans for Interactive Gamelan involve using it in the context of multiplayer EEG recording. Such recordings afford many advantages in terms of collecting data in an educationally relevant setting. For example, a classic EEG paradigm would feature a sequence of expected and unexpected events. One would predict that the unexpected events would elicit a different brain response. In multiplayer Interactive Gamelan recording, players create their own unexpected events by occasionally losing the beat. These naturally occurring events are much more data-rich than contrived ones. Aside from brain response to these events, peri-event
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brain states could be analyzed. In this way, as Interactive Gamelan seeks to represent interpersonal rhythmic dynamics, the addition of multi-player EEG recording would allow these dynamics to be explored at the neural level.



3 Brain/Sync: Making Synchronization Come Alive One of the most exciting areas of neuroscience is the study of connections within the brain. Advances in our ability to trace neural pathways and examine how remote brain regions coordinate their activity have emphasized the importance of brain networks for understanding the richness of human behavior (Alivisatos et al. 2012; Hagmann et al. 2008; He et al. 2009). In particular, synchronization is a central mechanism in both the brain and our interpersonal interactions (Patel and Iversen 2014). In the brain, groups of neurons can become synchronized to form flexible and powerful neural circuits. In music, synchronization between performers is crucial, while the synchronized movements of dance are found in every culture and have been hypothesized to play a central role in interpersonal communication (McNeill 1997). Brain/Sync was originally developed, by John Iversen and Tim Mullen, to follow and reinforce a MATM talk by John Iversen, Anirrudh Patel, and Aiyun Huang called “Rhythm, Music, and the Brain: A Dialog on Neuroscience and Percussion.” The talk included discussion of the neuroscience of rhythm and synchronization, as an important organizing principle of brain function. Brain/Sync was designed to make these concepts come alive for participants by providing them interactive, visceral insight into concepts of synchronization—both in music and in the brain— as they create rhythms together and form a network of communication through data analysis of the same type we use to understand synchronization in the brain.



3.1 Installation Design Brain/Sync was built around a system previously used in our experiments on human interpersonal synchronization (Iversen and Patel 2008). Figure 6 illustrates the system design. A set of six piezoelectric handheld drum pads (Pulse BD-1) provided an input surface that participants could hold and tap or slap on. Pads were wired through a trigger to midi converter (Roland TMC-6) and routed to custom software, created in Processing,1 for analysis and visualization of phase synchrony between participants’ rhythms. A rhythm network was visualized as a ring of colored circular nodes, each corresponding to an individual. Input to each drum pad



1



Processing code available at (http://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/174919) and was adapted from the sketch “Network Excitation” (http://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/63796).
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Fig. 6 Left System diagram. Bottom to top Rhythmic input from six drum pads (plots below each pad show time series of beats) is converted to MIDI with phase relationships quantiﬁed and visualized in processing. The network plot (top) shows each drummer as a circular node and displays links between participants who are creating synchronous rhythms, as quantiﬁed by a low standard deviation of relative phase. Right Participants engage with Brain/Sync at Mozart & the Mind 2013



caused the associated node to pulse, providing visual feedback. Audio feedback, with a different instrument sound for each pad, was also provided. Participant tapping time series were analyzed using circular statistics (Fisher 1993). Tap times were ﬁrst converted to relative phase with respect to each of the other participants. Relative phase is a normalized measure of the time of each tap relative to the nearest taps of another individual. Synchronization between each pair of performers was calculated using the circular standard deviation of their relative phase over a sliding 5-second window to quantify the stability of timing between each pair of performers. Low values correspond to performances that have a consistent phase relationship, and thus high synchrony. The real-time status of the network was visualized using dynamic links between performers who were in sync. The circular standard deviation was mapped to the width and “excitation” of each line, whereby greater coupling was displayed as wider, more dynamic links. The network state in Fig. 6, for example, represents a transient network created in a group of six participants, three of which are tapping in sync.



3.2 Discussion Participants seemed to greatly enjoy interacting with the installation. After tentatively creating their own rhythms, synchronization sometimes arose spontaneously, and other times, it had to be suggested by the experimenter. The participants were
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coached to try to create two independent sub-networks by tapping in time with a group of three people, while trying to be as unsynchronized as possible with the other group of three. The experience usually ended with everyone coming in sync and creating a fully connected network graph. Perhaps most importantly, it became a natural environment to discuss the concepts of synchronization and networks, as well as ask questions about the preceding experiment. Brain/Sync has many applications beyond its initial incarnation and would beneﬁt from being examined more generally as a novel interface for interactive education, group rhythm training, and as a tool for current and future cognitive experiments studying the impact of rhythm on the brain. For example, to deliver a more technical understanding of synchrony, such as in a neuroscience class, different candidate measures of synchrony in real brains could be compared, such as phase synchrony, or a measure of causality, with each participant acting as a single “neuron” or neuronal group in the larger brain. Brain/Sync could be embedded in a larger context, with sensory input and motor output to create a proto-brain able to discriminate sensations and create actions. In music, it could be conﬁgured as a way to examine group social and temporal dynamics among an ensemble of performers, which could have artistic and pedagogical applications. Synchrony is a fundamental language of the brain, and of human culture, and its exploration deserves to be brought to a wider audience.



4 NeuroDrummer NeuroDrummer, by Matt Whitman, was a bold interactive dive into virtual reality (VR), live rhythm performance and visualization, and demonstration of closed-loop neurotherapeutic gaming. Here, we explored the intersecting passions of UCSF neuroscientist Dr. Adam Gazzaley and Grateful Dead Rhythmist Mickey Hart within the unifying theme of “Rhythm and the Brain.” Music and rhythm training have been shown to signiﬁcantly affect brain plasticity and may remediate speciﬁc age- or disease-related impairments in cognitive and motor function (Herholz and Zatorre 2012). Additionally, interactive cognitive games are now being seriously investigated as an alternative to pharmacological neurotherapeutic interventions. A recent study, published in Nature by Dr. Gazzaley and colleagues, demonstrated that playing an interactive game, which incorporated an adaptive multitasking component, resulted in sustained, transferrable improvement in multitasking, attention, and working memory in older adults (Anguera et al. 2013). NeuroDrummer was conceived as a prototype of near-future, playful interfaces for neurotherapeutic intervention as well to illustrate rhythm and cognition experiments now underway at the UCSF Neuroscape Lab. Furthermore, it served as a novel VR-based musical and artistic performance medium for live performances by Mickey Hart throughout 2014, concluding with Mainly Mozart’s MATM festival in La Jolla, CA. To our knowledge, these represented among the ﬁrst live musical performances from within VR.
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4.1 Installation Design The NeuroDrummer game environment (Fig. 7) consisted of a fully 3D virtual environment and rendered using an Oculus Rift VR headset. The primary interactive controller was a Roland HPD-20 digital MIDI hand drum, featuring 13 programmable interactive regions within four quadrants and an infrared MIDI trigger. Gameplay/performance occurred along a predetermined path through an extraterrestrial universe. Therein, Grateful Dead-inspired psychedelic visuals and colored projectiles were continually generated in response to Mickey Hart’s drum performance and the speciﬁc pressure applied to the regions of his MIDI drum. A dynamic electronic music track, composed by Mickey Hart and Jonah Sharp, provided a constant musical texture over which Mickey rhythmically improvised.



Fig. 7 Top Live performance at Dr. Gazzaley’s Nvidia GTC keynote address, San Jose 2014. Mickey Hart performs with NeuroDrummer (left display), while Tim Mullen navigates a real-time “Glass Brain” model of Mickey’s active brain in VR (right display). Center-left Mickey Hart wearing Oculus Rift, Cognionics EEG Cap, Oculus Rift, and earlobe heart monitor. Top-right Stereoscopic Gameplay. Bottom NeuroDrummer and Glass Brain performance at Mozart & the Mind 2014
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NeuroDrummer incorporated a playful multitasking component requiring Mickey to repeatedly switch between two behavioral tasks throughout the game. As Mickey maintained his rhythmic, improvisational, groove (Task 1), the game determined suitable time points to interrupt this task by launching what he perceived as massive 40-ft asteroids, flying straight toward him from universes beyond. Mickey’s goal (Task 2) was to, as rapidly as possible, detect and shatter the asteroid, by swiping his arm through it in virtual space. To achieve this physical interaction, we used the vertically emitted infrared “D-Beam” trigger featured on the HPD-20 drum. The intersection of the forward arm motion with the D-Beam provided a MIDI trigger to the game, closing the interactive loop.



4.1.1 Creative Decisions A key challenge was to make NeuroDrummer a truly immersive and enjoyable world wherein Mickey could creatively express himself. Creating a VR environment suitable for a live performance presented its own unique challenges. VR is infamous for its tendency to induce nausea. A possible cause for this is mismatch between visual and vestibular (proprioceptive) sensory input (Hettinger et al. 1990). Our design solution was to provide as close a match between what Mickey was seeing and what he was experiencing proprioceptively, at all times. For instance, rather than allowing for free movement and dynamic acceleration, gameplay occurred along a predetermined path with a constant forward velocity. Head motion was unrestricted allowing for active exploration of the local environment. This allowed rich dynamic visuals to continually emerge around Mickey as he “moved” through space, while also maintaining a neutral acceleration proﬁle. This is much like watching passing scenery while standing inside a train moving straight at a constant velocity: If motion is smooth enough, it all can feel as stable as one’s living room. The visuals within the generative universe were all based on Mickey Hart’s artwork, developed over the years. His legendary drumhead paintings became planet textures, murals became textured entrances to four-dimensional space tunnels, and planetary-scale representations of the iconic Grateful Dead skeletons danced playfully with the beat. To create an engaging and surreal environment, we explored interesting visual concepts such as multi-dimensional hypercube projections, something that can only be done properly in VR as a 4D to 3D projection. The trajectories of colorful projectiles, generated in response to drum interaction, were determined by 3D head orientation such that they appeared to emanate from the player, providing another dimension of creative control and immersion. Other design choices were intended to increase presence and even elicit an “out of body” experience within the VR domain. A recent study (Aspell et al. 2013) demonstrated that integration of exteroceptive and interoceptive signals within a virtual environment, speciﬁcally synchronous visualization of one’s heartbeat on a virtual body, increased self-identiﬁcation, self-localization, and tactile localization toward the virtual body. To explore this, we modiﬁed an open-source Arduino-based earlobe
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pulse oximetry heart rate monitor (SparkFun PulseSensor) to provide a real-time heartbeat signal to the game. When Mickey looked down at his virtual avatar (represented as a skeleton), he was able to see a real-time 3D representation of his heart pulsing within his chest. The other dancing skeletons’ pulsing hearts were also synched to Mickey’s heartbeat. Back in physical reality, an LED necklace worn by Mickey, pulsed in synch with his heartbeat.



4.1.2 Closing the Brain–Body Loop NeuroDrummer performances were complemented by an immersive live brain visualization called The Glass Brain, led by UCSD/SCCN/Syntrogi neuroscientist Tim Mullen with Dr. Gazzaley and colleagues at UCSF. This applied advanced realtime brain mapping techniques developed by Mullen and Kothe (Mullen et al. 2014; Mullen 2014), to electroencephalography (EEG) data recorded from Mickey’s brain during gameplay using a novel 64-channel wireless EEG system (Cognionics Inc., San Diego, CA). Spatiotemporal reconstructions of brain activity and information transfer (connectivity) were superimposed in real time on a 3D structural model of Mickey’s brain tissue and ﬁber tracts, obtained previously from MRI. This “4D” model of Mickey’s active brain was rendered in a separate VR environment and could be navigated in real time by a second participant using a gamepad. Ongoing work is focused on adapting gameplay in response to these real-time measurements of brain activity related to cognitive control, as well as behavioral task performance. The ultimate goal is to restore and enhance cognitive function impaired by age or by disorders such as ADHD. NeuroDrummer represented an exciting prelude into experimental studies now underway. In developing this project, we gained a deeper understanding of the available tools and possibilities for future immersive neuroadaptive interfaces that produce healthier brains and minds as well as provide novel vehicles for playful, creative expression.



5 The Floating Man The Floating Man installation was developed by Alejandro Ojeda, Nima BigdelyShamlo, Aaron McCoy, and Tomas Ward. The installation presented an interactive musical experience that experimented with emerging inexpensive EEG-based neural interfacing technology, novel processing infrastructures, and computationally lightweight brain-state estimation algorithms to explore alternative means of navigating a streaming musical service. In recent years, there has been a dramatic shift in how people access music. Where previously people would buy a copy of the music for private playback, which is the case when buying a compact disk or downloading an MP3, a more popular approach is to subscribe to an on-demand musical streaming service. In this
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latter case, the listener does not necessarily purchase a ﬁle for download. These streaming services (e.g., Spotify, Pandora, Grooveshark) often offer a personalized listening experience where, based on a listeners likes and dislikes, and crowdsourced knowledge, ever better suggestions are offered in terms of matching the musical preferences of the listener. The process, which drives this personalization activity, begins at the level of the individual and is measured by offering the listener an opportunity to tag the current music with “like” or “dislike” labels. These data are processed by a recommender engine in order to better reﬁne future musical offerings (Song et al. 2012). This Floating Man, presented as an installation at MATM in May 2014, was developed then to explore how wearable neurotechnology might be used to make the necessary feedback mechanism less reliant on conscious effort on the part of the user. Furthermore, in an effort both to experiment with socialization concepts through which internal state could become a shared experience and to translate musical experientialism into engaging visual metaphors, a dynamical graphical representation was created to complement the installation.



5.1 Installation Design From a technical perspective, the installation was built around concepts in pervasive and ubiquitous computing (Greenﬁeld 2006) and in particular the idea of detecting music listening preferences through neural interfaces. In this case, a wearable computer comprising a set of EEG electrodes on the scalp (providing input), an integrated analog front end, and a custom preprocessing stage implemented as an embedded system (Cognionics Inc., San Diego) was used to extract and digitize physiological signals bearing brain-state information. The wearable system terminated in a radio link (Bluetooth) which conveyed the resultant measures of neural activity to a localized, distributed, processing architecture (Syntrogi Inc, San Diego). These signals—derived from a 4-channel electroencephalographic montage —carry in a very coarse manner, aspects of cognitive user state. Through the use of algorithms available in the neuroscience literature which tentatively suggest that attention-related states can be discerned from such a low-density electrode array, a basic neurorecommender engine was created over a small set of music. Music presentation began with a random choice from the available set and was played until the measure of attention fell below an adjustable threshold value for an extended period. Once this happened, the music player advanced to another piece from the available set. The interaction dynamics was based around a simple state transition algorithm illustrated at a high level in Fig. 8. The user, while attentive to the music being played, retains the floating man at a “ground level” between the two hemispheric measures of EEG. As this attention level drops, the character, which can be
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Fig. 8 Top level state transition illustration for gameplay



considered an avatar, rises and floats away from the ground state. As this less attentive state persists, the avatar will rise to a point high on the screen triggering a transition to a new musical track and a reset to State 0 which is assumed attentive at the beginning of each track. The process repeats to reveal a measure of musical interest across the set of tracks.



5.2 Discussion The Floating Man installation evoked interest and comment from all who interacted with it. The idea that music and cognitive responses could be coupled through a very visual experience elicited a range of opinions regarding sense of agency, interactive enjoyment, affective awareness, and experiences. As a novel form of interaction with a music streaming service, it demonstrated a basic proof of concept that is clearly a harbinger of things to come. Perhaps most interesting is the glimpse given of the potential that wearable sensing and pervasive, ubiquitous computing systems may offer in improving everyday living. In particular, the distributed computing platform, which here processed the data, stored intermediate results, and in the local (client-side) application produced an interactive visual experience, is an example of an emergent class of computing services which can in the future understand who we are as individuals, anticipate our needs, react to changing moods, and ultimately enhance our quality of life.
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6 Spukhafte Fernwirkung (Spooky Action at a Distance) It is certainly not out of a particular bias toward the German language that the name for this work was chosen. It is more out of identiﬁcation with the idea of “spooky action at a distance,” a term once used by Einstein to describe quantum entanglement. This theory deals with the idea of conjugate variables—in our case, the mind and the body, and the fact that observing one necessarily means that the other will be less accurately observed, due to the special, symbiotic nature of their relationship. Spukhafte Fernwirkung, developed by composer Richard Warp, is described here as a musical installation for two performance partners, one wearing an EEG headset and the other seated at a piano. However, this work has also been formulated as a solo performance, where the pianist also wears the EEG headset and “plays both parts.”



6.1 Installation Design In Spukhafte Fernwirkung, which debuted at MATM in May 2013, we explore biofeedback using the Emotiv EPOC 16-channel EEG headset worn by an audience member (the “performance partner”), which communicates with a custom Max/ MSP interface to generate stochastic musical patterns that are blended with improvisations by a pianist. There is no prewritten score—the experience is an exploratory one. The performance partner learns to re-evoke each separate trained thought, using the neutral state as a baseline, while Emotiv’s proprietary machine learning algorithm optimizes the detections of these patterns. While it is not clear how accurately the software’s training module correlates with the user’s actions and intentions, the sensor hardware has been judged to be of acceptable quality for nonmedical applications (Duvinage et al. 2012), indicating that any analysis being performed is using relatively reliable source signals. Setup and training last approximately 10 min, after which the performers engage in a live session. Data from the performance partner’s incoming brain signal are sent from the headset as Open Sound Control (OSC) data packets into Max/MSP, where the data are received via UDP and processed into musical output. In the Max/MSP patch, the “musical material” and “register” cognitive values are routed to an array of probability tables that determine if a note is to be played or not, then to a weighted random number generator constrained to 12 pitch classes, and the output fed into a 16-step sequencer. The random intervallic range narrows as the strength of the cognitive command increases such that, while still random, it is constrained at the upper limit to perhaps just between a few notes. The resulting musical effect is one of a “shimmer” at higher intensities, and a more sporadic, distantly intervallic sequence at lower intensities. The values from the sequencer output are converted to MIDI and sent to a piano keyboard for playback (Fig. 9). The pianist’s role in this installation could be described as interpreter/improviser,
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Fig. 9 Richard Warp (right) improvises on the keyboard in response to musical patterns generated by a guest performance partner (lower left), wearing an EEG headset. Mozart & the Mind, 11 May, 2014



whose goal is to support and highlight the musical patterns being generated by the performance partner through intelligent and sensitive improvisation. The orthogonal “register” command shifts all selected pitch classes up by up to three octaves (C3–C5) according to intensity of the signal. An auto-regression function is applied to the “musical material” signal that ramps down otherwisespiky signals over time, thus allowing for overlap of the “register” signals in order to pitch shift the note choices. Emotiv’s Affective Suite values are being used in this installation to modify harmonic content, dynamics, and tempo. A harmonic ﬁlter is applied in Max/MSP to the prevailing affective state, drawn from Emotiv’s proprietary indices for “meditation,” “Frustration,” and “Excitement.” Excitement remaps notes generated to neighboring intervals in the major scale, Frustration to the minor and meditation to the Whole-tone scale. Tempo operations also respond to the dominant affective state, where excitement is mapped to 130 BPM, Excitement to 90 BPM and Frustration to 100 BPM. Finally, playback dynamics of selected notes are determined according to the affective state, using velocity and envelope to shape note choices. An excited state, for example, would shift the envelope to have a fast attack and release with high velocity (volume) while a meditative state would effectively hold the sustain pedal while decreasing the velocity, creating a gentle wash of sound.
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6.2 Discussion Each of the dozen or so participants’ response to the system during the MATM installation being unique, whether due to the level of overall control over the signals or the focus on one particular signal type over another, the overall musical experience would be inevitably different each time. Further, since the performance partners in the demonstration piece were essentially immobile and it was impossible to read any visual or body clues, there was an immediacy about reacting to the sound on the part of the pianist that goes beyond the usual group improvisation cues that one might ﬁnd in, say, Jazz. Finally, it was found that there was a palpable difference between expression and intention on the part of the performance partner. When talking to the participants after the event, the question of “how good a level of control did you feel you had over the system” often elicited a response along the lines of “at times, when I meant to do something, it did the opposite.” This distinction between intention and expression is a crucial one, since the pianist is predominately reacting only to the expression, and has no way of knowing the goals of the participants once they become familiar with the equivalence between their mental state and the resulting musical output. It is presumed that they will attempt to manipulate the output as part of the performance, but there is no outward physiognomic analogue, whereas in normal improvisation situations one can glean the intention from gestural, facial or contextual cues. The ongoing development of this work from the relatively simple “sandbox” installation at MATM into an aesthetically compelling contemporary work for piano is a challenging one. The compositional interface was designed to be “plug and play” with minimal training on the part of the performance partner—however the piano performance/improvisation element necessarily requires the skills of an expert musician. Furthermore there is a certain amount of risk assumed on the part of the designer of the system that a particular biofeedback signal can be sustained long enough for a meaningful interaction—an unpredictability that must be factored in and tested at the earliest stages of the work. It is worth noting at this point that much of the architecture and execution of Spukhafte Fernwirkung is predicated on one core assumption—namely that the signals being received from this particular EEG device are valid representations of the mental states that are claimed to be detected. There is much discussion in the neuroscience community regarding the relatively recent influx of Brain Computer Interface devices into the consumer market, the consensus being that while these may be entertaining playthings, they hold no particular scientiﬁc value. While this is undeniably true, their potential for use as a new interface for musical expression should not be underestimated. To the extent that it is possible to consciously modulate labeled parameters in real time by “behaving” in a certain way, such devices may pave the way for a new generation of musicians (and non-musicians) to explore new dimensions of music making and artistic expression. Marshall McLuhan coined the term “the medium is the message” in 1964. In an age of scientiﬁc, technological and artistic convergence such as we ﬁnd ourselves in
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today, one could employ the corollary of “the interface is the work.” The creation of new musical works increasingly implies and requires the creation of the contextual vessel in which to carry them. Hacker culture, ubiquitous computing and social media are all feeding into a new paradigm of creative expression that is both highly speciﬁc and almost scientiﬁc in its execution, yet capable of achieving global reach.



7 MoodMixer (2011–2014) The MoodMixer installation project is an ongoing collaboration between Grace Leslie and Tim Mullen exploring new possibilities for playful collaborative BCMI that respond to the mental state of multiple participants. Three distinct versions of MoodMixer were created. Each incorporates both active and passive approaches to real-time EEG-based music generation, and a multi-user design that promotes social collaboration in the experience of the installation. MoodMixer was ﬁrst presented at the New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference in Oslo, Norway in 2011 (Leslie and Mullen 2011), with subsequent realizations presented at the 2012–2014 MATM festivals in San Diego, CA, USA.



7.1 Installation Design The MoodMixer system has been presented in three iterations, each with modiﬁcations to the EEG hardware, software, or audiovisual feedback. The overall technical architecture is depicted in Fig. 10. Two participants wear wireless EEG headsets. From each user’s EEG data, two normalized mental state indices are calculated. These deﬁne coordinates within a 2D mental state space, explored simultaneously by all participants. Real-time feedback on each user’s position within the state space is provided by a simultaneous visual display and spatial quadraphonic generative music composition. These and other version differences are reviewed in the next sections.



7.1.1 MoodMixer 1.0 (2011) The ﬁrst version of MoodMixer used the single-channel NeuroSky Mindset, a relatively low cost, commercially available EEG system. The system featured a headphone design with an additional, moveable arm that placed a single active dry (gel-free) electrode over left or right prefrontal cortex. Reference and ground electrodes were incorporated into the earpads of the headphones. The raw EEG data measured with the electrode, and indexes for “meditation” (relaxation) and “focus” (arousal) calculated directly on the NeuroSky hardware, were streamed via
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Fig. 10 Architectural diagram of the MoodMixer installation and its typical dual-user quadraphonic instantiation at Mozart & the Mind. A two-dimensional mental state space (comprised of two cognitive/affective indices) is explored simultaneously by pairs of MoodMixer users. A1–A4 represent four dynamically mixed audio tracks each composed to reflect an extremum of the state space. For MoodMixer 1.0 and 2.0, the users’ position in the state space is visually represented by a moving dot superimposed on a weighted sum of four-colored spatial gradients. For MoodMixer 3.0, this video mapping was replaced with dynamic blending of video footage from Four Stream Mind



Bluetooth to a Max/MSP patch using an external by Kyle Mahulis (www. nonpolynomial.com). The meditation and focus indices were smoothed using a 4-second moving average ﬁlter, and then, a 4-way panning curve was used to dynamically balance amplitudes of a four-channel music composition. Each channel of the mix was composed to represent an extremum of the two-dimensional mental state space, i.e., high relaxation and low arousal were reflected by a soothing zero-beat ambient track, and low relaxation and high arousal introduced a frenetic experimental jazz track. Thus, dynamic amplitude balancing of each track spatially represented the participants’ state at each moment. The meditation and focus indices of each participant were mapped to, respectively, normalized x- and y-coordinates of a colored dot superimposed on a 2D background plane. Four-colored gradients (red, yellow, green, blue), each reflecting an extremum of the state space, were placed in the corners of the plane. Each participant’s state additively determined a weighted mixture of the gradients such
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that a corner glowed proportionately more intensely as both participants’ state converged on the respective extremum (e.g., low meditation with low focus, or high meditation with high focus). We found this simple dot + gradient visualization afforded both aesthetic and intuitive feedback regarding each participant’s local state and trajectory, as well as the combined states of all participants. Participants could also optionally generate audiovisual effects by eye blinkdriven “gestural control.” A blink event was triggered when the relative local standard deviation of the raw EEG signal (over a sliding 200 millisecond window) exceeded a predetermined threshold. Single blinks triggered a short audio sample (e.g., an electronic bass drum stroke) and a brief additive gradient luminance increase. A sequence of three eyeblinks (one per second) triggered a longer musical sequence composed to blend with the 4-channel music mix. Different musical samples could be assigned to each participant’s blink gestures.



7.1.2 MoodMixer 2.0 (2012) The second version of MoodMixer preserved the overall user interaction design, but changed the EEG hardware and analysis, and generative music system. Singlechannel NeuroSky headsets were replaced with Mindo 4s headsets, which recorded 4 channels of EEG over the participants’ foreheads. Meditation and focus indices were replaced with valence and arousal indices. A 2010 study by Lin et al. (2010) demonstrated that positive emotional valence in response to natural music listening was associated with delta (1–3 Hz) power decreases and beta (12–30 Hz) power increases measured at frontal EEG locations, whereas positive changes in arousal was accompanied by increases in both delta and beta power. Thus, a valence index was calculated by measuring the ratio of beta to delta band power, and an arousal index was calculated by measuring the overall increase in delta and beta proportional to the total mean power across the typical EEG spectrum (1–30 Hz). Spectral band power estimates were obtained using a multi-taper decomposition, followed by 1/f normalization. Valence and arousal indices were z-transformed using exponentially weighted moving estimates of mean and variance and ﬁnally logistically transformed to produce [0, 1] bounded measures. A custom Max/MSP patch generated MIDI events for 4 musical instruments (2 pianos and 2 ambient electronic instruments), creating a minimalist-style piece reminiscent of the piano piece Phrygian Gates by the composer John Adams. One instrument played out of each of the 4 channels of the quadraphonic mix. As the calculated valence index for one participant surpassed various predetermined thresholds, the mode of the piece (Lydian, Phrygian, etc.) cycled. The calculated arousal index of the other participant was mapped to the tempo of the piece, so that higher states of arousal were interpreted as faster musical tempi. The visual feedback remained unchanged from the previous MoodMixer version.
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7.1.3 MoodMixer 3.0 (2014) MoodMixer 3.0 used new Mindo 4H EEG headsets and replaced the previous audio and visual feedback with Four Stream Mind, a 4-channel audio and video installation by Grace Leslie and Maxwell Citron. As in the ﬁrst version, a 4-directional equal-loudness panning curve mixed a 4-channel electroacoustic music piece that was composed to represent the extrema of the 2D valence–arousal state space. The sum of the valence and arousal indices for both participants controlled a video mixer playing back modiﬁed footage of recorded nature scenes from multiple elevations, from deep under the ocean’s surface, to high-altitude clouds. As participants’ combined valence–arousal increased, the visual feedback gave an effect of rising up in space, and vice versa. The music feedback incorporated ﬁeld recordings from each of the locations where this footage was recorded.



7.2 Discussion Brain–computer interfaces have been classiﬁed as active or passive (Zander et al. 2010) according to the level of conscious control the participant takes over their experience. The MoodMixer user experience design could be classiﬁed as active or passive depending on the experience level of the users. For the inexperienced, a passive design involved unobtrusively monitoring the users’ cognitive state and producing an audiovisual representation of that state without any attempt by the users to influence it. This approach was taken by Steve Mann, James Fung, Ariel Garten, and Chris Aimone in the 48-participant Regen concert series (Mann et al. 2007), where the alpha rhythm activity of each user was directly mapped onto parameters controlling a jazz music performance. The Ringing Minds installation described in this chapter provides another example of a passive collaborative BCMI. Alternatively, for the experienced MoodMixer participant, the musical mix could be controlled by manipulating cognitive and affective state. Users learned over time how each manipulation maps to a change in the musical feedback produced. A 2D visual representation of the measured cognitive state aided the participants in learning how to manipulate these dimensions to create the desired musical effect. This “active” brain–computer interface (BCI) system, where brain activity is consciously controlled by the user, follows in the vein of Alvin Lucier’s Music for Solo Performer, widely considered the ﬁrst live musical brain wave performance. In Solo Performer, brain waves in the alpha (8–12.5) band were used to drive percussion instruments, and sound was created only when the participant actively increased his or her level of alpha activity: “the piece…demanded that a solo performer sit in front of an audience and try to get in that alpha state and to make his or her brain waves come out” (Lucier 1995). MoodMixer’s design invited deliberate control of mental state by providing clear visual and musical feedback designed to aid the learning of these brain-to-music mappings.
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MoodMixer’s multi-user design also adapted to both solo and collaborative interactions. The mapping of cognitive state to musical parameters (and the visual feedback provided) was clear enough to allow deliberate control, even in a collaborative setting. In most BCMI designs, there exists an interaction between the active–passive and solo–collaborative dimensions: The musical feedback complexity for systems with a large number of participants typically renders each individual’s “control” of the musical mix impossible. Typically, the more users that are added to a brain–music system, the less deliberate each individual’s control becomes. MoodMixer’s multi-user design, combined with the visual representation of cognitive state, allowed users autonomy over their musical decisions, while inviting a collaborative musical experience.



8 Ringing Minds One-brain to N-brains! Creative Brain Computer-Art Installations (BCAIs) and brain–computer music interfaces (BCMIs) have been investigated over several decades with both playful and systematic intentions (Miranda 2014). The majority of such systems involve a single individual interacting with the system in isolation. Less common are collaborative systems, which respond to the brain states of multiple individuals simultaneously interacting with the system. A historical review of collaborative (and competing) BCI systems is presented in Nijholt (2015). Earlier, well-known examples of such systems include one co-author’s (Rosenboom’s) interactive installation for multiple participants, Ecology of the Skin (1970), performing groups like his New York Biofeedback Quartet (1971) and compositions like Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (1972) (Rosenboom 1976). His interactive installation, Vancouver Piece, created for the Vancouver Art Gallery’s 1972 show, Sound Sculpture, took this a step further (Grayson 1975). Characteristics of phase synchronous alpha waves detected across the EEGs of two individuals were used to modulate lighting effects shone on them, while they faced each other on opposite sides of a two-way mirror. As high-amplitude alpha waves from the participants shifted their phase relationships, the two faces would seem to shift positions, back and forth, off and on each other’s shoulders. The result was a blurring and merging of the participants’ physical identities that was related playfully to their individual and collective states of consciousness. These and more examples are discussed and can be heard in: Rosenboom (1976, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2006). Recently, this kind of work has resurfaced, energized signiﬁcantly by advances in increasingly accessible technology and signiﬁcant progress in methods for analyzing brain signals. The most recent example is a new, collaborative installation work by David Rosenboom, Tim Mullen, and Alexander Khalil called Ringing Minds. The installation premiered on 31 May, 2014, at Mainly Mozart’s MATM festival in La Jolla, California. Here, the focus was on taking another exciting step: treating the
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brains of several musical listeners as if they were part of a single “hyper-brain” responding to, and driving, a live musical performance. Within the cognitive neurosciences, “hyper-scanning” methods have recently emerged for studying simultaneous, multi-person, brain responses that underlie important social interactions, including musical listening and performance (Montague et al. 2002; Yun et al. 2012; Sänger et al. 2012). For instance, signiﬁcant intra- and inter-brain synchrony has been observed between guitar musicians performing together and (to a lesser degree) when one is listening to and the other perform (Müller et al. 2013; Sänger et al. 2012). It is reasonable to posit that shared neuronal states may be decoded from the collective brain activity of multiple participants engaged in active, imaginative listening of a live performance. Numerous studies (reviewed in Koelsch and Siebel 2005; Koelsch 2011) have established correlations between EEG measurements, such as event-related potentials (ERPs) and oscillatory activity, and musical features (e.g., pitch, amplitude, rhythm, context, and other structural features in musical forms) as well as cognitive and behavioral aspects of a listener (e.g., engagement, attention, and expectation, musical training and active listening skills). While such studies typically average brain responses from a single individual over multiple repetitions of a stimulus, recent BCI studies have demonstrated robust single-trial ERP detection by averaging simultaneous evoked responses from brains of multiple individuals engaged in the same task (Wang and Jung 2011). Ringing Minds uses real-time hyper-scanning techniques to decode ERPs and dynamical properties of a multi-person hyper-brain as it responds to, and subsequently influences, a live musical composition. The installation explores concepts of “audience-as-performer,” complexity and structural forms in music and the brain, and resonance within and between listeners and performers.



8.1 Installation Design The Ringing Minds installation, as realized at Mozart & the Mind, is depicted in Fig. 11. This consisted of (1) four participants wearing EEG headsets, (2) signal processing software, (3) visual feedback display, (4) a custom software-based electronic music instrument driven by the hyper-brain, (5) musicians with violin and lithophone, and (6) ﬁve-channel spatial audio output. We designed and constructed wearable single-channel EEG headsets combining a novel flexible headband design with dry sensors and miniaturized bio-ampliﬁers provided by Cognionics Inc. (San Diego, CA). In order to maximize the likelihood of measuring single-trial evoked responses to changes in musical and rhythmic structure and context, such as MMN, P600, and N400 ERP components, the active electrode was positioned above central midline cortex near 10/20 location Cz. Reference and ground were at left and right mastoid. Data processing took place on a laptop. In order to minimize latency differences between EEG ampliﬁers, we relied on wired serial USB data transmission.
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Fig. 11 Ringing Minds installation with (1) four-brain EEG BCMI participant group, (2) signal processing software for POP and ERP analysis operated by Mullen, (3) visual feedback display, (4) custom electronic music instrument sonifying POP/ERP features, (5) Rosenboom and Khalil on violin, electronics, and lithophone, and (6) ﬁve-channel spatial audio output. Mozart & the Mind, 31 May, 2014



Streaming data were acquired from each EEG headset at 512 Hz using the opensource Lab Streaming Layer, concatenated into a single 4-channel time series, down-sampled to 128 Hz, and processed in MATLAB using a custom real-time pipeline using freely available BCILAB and SIFT toolboxes (Mullen 2014). The EEG analysis pipeline builds on multivariate principal oscillation pattern (POP) analysis methods for identifying oscillatory characteristics of a time-varying dynamical system. Mullen previous applied such methods to multi-channel intracranial electroencephalogram (iEEG) data from individual epileptic patients with the goal of identifying characteristics of spatiotemporal oscillatory modes emerging during a seizure (Mullen et al. 2012). For Ringing Minds, each participant’s singlechannel EEG time series was instead taken to be generated by a common multivariate dynamical system—a hyper-brain sampled by 4 sensors. A sparse vector autoregressive dynamical model was ﬁt to this 4-channel time series within a short (1 second) sliding window. This model was decomposed into a set of parameterized POPs (eigenmodes), each of which reflects an independent, stochastically forced, damped harmonic oscillator or relaxator. The dynamics of a POP are equivalent to an idealized string “plucked” with a speciﬁc force plus additive random excitation. Alternatively, each POP may be regarded as a spatially extended neuronal process (e.g., a coherent network), oscillating and/or exponentially decaying in response to an excitatory input. POP analysis provides solutions for the frequency, initial amplitude (excitation), decay (damping) time, and other dynamical properties of each POP. In Ringing Minds, a POP can extend across brains, reflecting a resonant/
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Table 1 Mappings from POP parameters and ERP, obtained within a 1-s sliding window, to a software-based electronic music instrument Param..



Mapping from (POP/ERP analysis)…



Mapping to (electronic music instrument)…



K Fk



Index number for a POP Frequency of the Kth POP



Dk Ak ORk



Damping time for the Kth POP Excitation of the Kth POP Binary value indicating whether the Kth POP is an oscillator or a relaxator



Sk



Stability of the Kth POP



Wk



Dispersion (variance) of energy of the Kth POP across all brains



ERP



Detrended, single-channel EEG averaged across all brains



Index number for corresponding resonator Index into a table of scale gamuts from which the pitch of the Kth resonator is obtained Decay time for the Kth resonator Amplitude for the Kth resonator How an exciter circuit “rings” the Kth resonator. For oscillators, the exciter applies an impulse function, with controllable rising and falling slopes. For relaxators, the exciter function injects a noise burst with exponential decay Variance of a controlled random modulation of the pitch assigned to the Kth resonator Spatial positioning of the Kth resonator output in the multi-channel, surround-sound ﬁeld Soniﬁcation of ERP via pitch modulation of all resonators active in the instrument at that time



synchronous state of the hyper-brain. Ringing Minds measured 40 POPs, spanning the EEG spectrum, each of which was characterized by 7 dynamical parameters. Table 1 lists these parameters and their mappings onto an electronic music instrument, described below. Within 1-second windows, hyper-brain ERPs were obtained by averaging simultaneous evoked responses, across all brains, instead of across multiple repetitions of a stimulus, as would normally be done with a single brain. To sonify the hyper-brain’s evolving dynamical structure with musical sensibility, Rosenboom built a software-based electronic music instrument, the central core of which is a very large array of complex resonators. These respond to the POP and ERP data in a way that generates a vast, spatialized sound ﬁeld of ringing components, analogous to ways neural circuits might also “resonate” and sustain modes of behavior within and between individuals. POP-to-resonator mappings were chosen to produce an aesthetic interpretation of the precise meaning of oscillator/relaxator for POPs. Periodically, the shapes and temporal positions of important peaks in the ERPs were applied to modulate the resonant auditory ﬁeld, sounding as if a stone had been tossed onto the surface of a sonic lake. Manual controls for each resonator were available for fundamental frequency, harmonic series numbers applied to the fundamental frequencies, resonance time, amplitude, and an on/off switch. POP indices (K) could also be used to scan precomposed pitch gamuts and apply the results to the resonator bank. This feature, plus the ability to choose harmonic number relationships for groups of resonators,
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enables one to compose particular musical tonal spaces within which the hyperbrain-to-music mappings will unfold. The exciter circuits also have manual controls for attack, decay, noise center frequency, overall amplitude, noise amplitude, and crossfading between impulse and noise sources. Finally, the instrument can also be played via MIDI and/or OSC inputs. The control parameters of the instrument could be varied in real time, which facilitates developing performances as well as installations. The instrument becomes, in effect, a compositional model inspired by the analytical model working on the EEG signals from the multi-brain participant group. The model thus becomes an interactive instrument. Two musicians improvised over the hyper-brain soniﬁcation. Rosenboom played electric violin and electronics, and Khalil played an instrument of his creation, called a lithophone, resembling a stone xylophone with piezoelectric pickups. Much like throwing stones of various shapes and sizes into a lake and watching the ripples propagate through the medium, by manipulating musical structure and expectation, the musicians sought to generate musical events which evoked ERPs and oscillatory shifts in the collective neuronal state of the listeners. The subsequent soniﬁcation of these responses closed the feedback loop and offered both musicians and audience insight into the collective neuronal state of the listeners, while creating unique opportunities for improvisation.



8.2 Discussion Ringing Minds investigates many things. Among them are complex relationships manifesting among the components of a sound environment—the resonator ﬁeld— and a group of individuals, who may interact with this environment via natural listening patterns and possibly make use of biofeedback techniques to try to influence that environment. Projects such as Ringing Minds can also extend possibilities for interactive, intelligent musical instruments, in which relationships among the complex networks of performing brains and adaptive, algorithmic musical instruments can become musical states, ordered in compositions such as notes and phrases (Rosenboom 1992). With careful, active imaginative listening to the results of this ﬁne-grained resonant ﬁeld, one can witness both local and global processes interacting and perceive small-scale events zooming out into larger-scale arenas of human perceptibility.



9 Conclusions The selection above from Mainly Mozart’s MATM festival is a contemporary snapshot illustrating the diversity of musical interfaces leveraging information from brain and behavior. In Interactive Gamelan, the installation exploited a group music setting to explore interpersonal synchrony and other cognitive characteristics such
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as the ability to focus and maintain attention. Real-time feedback of synchrony performance was presented through digital means allowing people to visualize their immediate performance in new and playful ways. Brain/Sync similarly explored temporal structures in a musical context and presented performers with group measurement of phase synchrony visualized through rhythm networks that emphasized dynamic coupling across performers. Users harnessed this information to explore different rhythmic textures in a social setting that encouraged experimentation and learning. NeuroDrummer presented a rich immersive VR experience that served to close the brain–body loop in a drumming performance. This demonstrated future possibilities for closed-loop interactive games for restoring or enhancing brain function. Spukhafte Fernwirkung presented a duet comprising brain-driven, algorithmic music generation which utilized a stochastic mechanism to produce novel musical patterns which were interpreted and improvised upon by an accompanying pianist. A pure exploratory experience, it demonstrated how a hybrid musical composition combining both brain and behavior can give rise to novel, thought-provoking musical journeys and musical improvisation. The Floating Man installation presented another facet of brain–music interaction. Rather than using brain activity for composition, instead the interface was used to measure the ability of music to hold one’s attention. With such a measurement used in a realtime capacity, a closed-loop system was developed which could allow, in principle, the user to continue listening to a favored piece of music among an otherwise shuffled set of tracks. MoodMixer demonstrated collaborative BCMI paradigms for dynamic music composition based on real-time EEG-based measurements of multiple individuals’ cognitive or affective state. Finally, Ringing Minds presented a unique collaborative musical system that responded to the brain states of multiple interacting individuals simultaneously using hyper-scanning methods. Through harnessing event-locked brain activity and the dynamics of the “hyper-brain” derived from the participants, a closed-loop musical performance emerged. These unique musical artifacts represent arguably an entirely new musical ecosystem— one in which the roles of audience and performer are not assigned to individuals in the conventional manner but are instead distributed across all participants to varying degrees. In summary, what is perhaps most exciting from the above selection is the expanded use of neurotechnology within a musical performance or installation to encompass many agents, both performers and listeners, and the blurring of the boundaries between the two (Rosenboom 2003; Miranda 2014). Such collaborative (or competitive) systems introduce fascinating new possibilities for the use of neurotechnology within increasingly social and ecological contexts (Nijholt 2015). While many of the installations were designed as examples of novel modes of musical expression, they also served a dual educational purpose, provoking conversation around notions of musical perception, neuroscience, performance, and interaction within a social, playful, and exploratory context. Acknowledgments We gratefully acknowledge ViaSat (San Diego) for its generous sponsorship of Mozart and the Mind. We further acknowledge Nancy Laturno Bojanic and the entire staff at
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